Abstract

This TI Design report will show how to use the LMT70 temperature sensor to measure human skin temperature in a wearable device such as a smart watch or a fitness tracker (not as a diagnostic or therapeutic use). The wearable design covers both electrical and mechanical design to optimize performance of the LMT70 sensor’s ability to accurately measure skin temperature. Test data such as accuracy and thermal response is also discussed in this document.
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1. Objective

The objective of the LMT70 Wearable Design is to show how to design and mount a small form factor electrical system that fits inside a smart watch or fitness tracker that measures both human skin and room temperatures with accuracy of 0.1°C in the human body temperature range of 20°C-42°C.

To achieve these objectives the LMT70 analog temperature sensor, ADS1115 analog-to-digital converter, and the MSP430G2553 microcontroller were implemented together as the signal path.

2. Wearable Design

The Wearable Design section includes an overview of the electrical and mechanical design of the LMT70 Wearable Design. Since temperatures are being measured, the mechanical aspects must be carefully designed to conduct as much heat that goes into the LMT70 as possible. The electrical design must fulfill the signal path system accuracy requirements while maintaining a small size form factor.

2.1. Electrical Design

The electrical design consists of two PCB’s, the main PCB board which hosts the battery, LCD connector, the ADS1115, and the MSP430G2553 is responsible for converting the LMT70 data into an accurate temperature value. The remote PCB is a very small PCB with only the skin temperature sensing LMT70 and supporting thermal devices such as copper pads and thermal vias is used primarily to sense skin temperature. These two boards are connected with the J2 connector.

2.1.1. Signal Path

![Figure 1: Signal Path](image)

The signal path of the Wearable Design starts with two LMT70’s, one for measuring the skin temperature and one measuring for the ambient/board temperature. Both devices are connected to two channels on the ADS1115. After the analog to digital conversion is complete, the data is sent through an I2C interface to the MSP430G2553 microcontroller for further processing.

The LMT70 used for measuring skin temperature is located on the remote PCB and epoxied to a metal cap for best thermal transfer (More details in the Mechanical Design section). The ambient temperature sensing LMT70 is located on the board itself and measures the ambient/board temperature.
One of the requirements for this TI Design is to have a system accuracy of at least 0.1°C. The LMT70 has a transfer function of 5.19mV/C so an ADC resolution that produces less than 0.1°C is needed. Error analysis with the ADS1115 is shown in Application Note SNIA022.

### 2.1.2. Main PCB

The main PCB is 4-layer board powered by a single CR2032 3V coin cell battery. The skin temperature sensing remote PCB is connected to the main PCB board via connector J2 (See Mechanical Design section) which is interfaced with one of the inputs of the ADS1115. The ambient temperature sensing LMT70 is located on the main PCB board and is connected a dedicated input of the ADS1115. After the analog-to-digital conversion is completed the ADS1115 transfers digital data over an I2C bus with the MSP430G2553 microcontroller. The microcontroller can be programmed by the SPI by wire connector (J1) for firmware modifications. The SPI by wire communication protocol was chosen for its low wire count and space saving connection. The temperature data is then sent to a LCD screen attatched to the back of the PCB through the LCD connector (J3). The Enable Switch (S2), once pressed, applies power to all the devices, takes a temperature sample, transfers that data onto the LCD screen, and goes back to standby mode.
2.1.3. Remote PCB

An off board PCB called the remote PCB is used to measure the skin temperature. It is remote from the main board because the LMT70 temperature sensor detects temperature best by being as close as possible to the heat source (e.g. skin). This remote PCB is very small, measuring only 2.9mm x 2.16mm, which means it heats up quickly for a fast thermal response. This PCB also has thermal copper pads on the underside of the PCB which is used to conduct heat. This heat is then routed through thermal vias to the BGA balls of the LMT70. This directly heats the die on which the temperature sensor is located. More details of the remote PCB can found in the Mechanical Section of the report.

2.1.4. LMT70 Temperature Sensor

The LMT70 is an analog output temperature sensor that has 0.05°C typical accuracy within the human body temperature range (20°C-42°C) and 0.36°C max accuracy over the full temperature range of -55°C-150°C. The LMT70 comes in a tiny chip scale WLCSP package that measures just 0.88mm x 0.88mm which makes it ideal for space conscious designs. The part’s wide voltage range of 2V-5.5V and low 12μA current consumption allows it to be paired with a variety of batteries common in portable electronics. With these specs, the LMT70 is TI’s smallest, most accurate temperature sensor and is perfect for applications where high thermal accuracy is required and PCB board space is limited.
2.1.5. ADS1115 Analog-to-Digital Converter

The ADS1115 is a 16-bit sigma-delta, 4 single channel/2 differential channel, 860SPS analog-to-digital converter. This ADC features an internal voltage reference and oscillator that reduces the total footprint and total number of components on a board. There is an internal multiplexor to switch between the 4 channels and an internal PGA to increase the gain of the input voltage signal. The part communicates through an I2C interface and operates between 2V-5.5V.

While integrated ADC’s exist in various MCU’s, such as TI’s MSP430 line of low power microcontrollers, their performance does not meet the requirements for accuracy. Errors such as INL, DNL, reference, gain, and offset are significantly more than the ADS1115’s specs.
2.1.6. MSP430G2553 Microcontroller

The MSP430G2553 microcontroller is part of TI’s family of MSP430 ultra low power controllers. It operates between the voltage ranges of 1.8V-3.6V and consumes 230uA in active mode and 0.5uA in standby mode. The part features 24 GPIO pins, an integrated ADC, and supports a variety of digital communication interfaces. The MSP43G2553 microcontroller is used in this TI design to communicate with the ADS1115 and to present the skin and room temperatures on the LCD screen.

![MSP430G2553 Block Diagram](image)

Figure 6: MSP430G2553 Block Diagram

2.2. Mechanical Design

The mechanical design portion of this TI Design involves how to mount the LMT70 skin temperature sensor to the remote PCB and how to mount the remote PCB to a metal cap for best thermal conduction.

2.2.1. Mounting LMT70 Temperature Sensor

The LMT70 Wearable Design detects skin temperature through a remote PCB. This PCB is specifically designed to collect as much heat as possible on the copper pads by routing it through thermal vias which connect to the solder balls of the package. The solder balls heats up the die on which the temperature sensor is located.
Figure 7: Remote PCB Side Cutout View

Figure 8: Remote PCB Top View
The remote LMT70 board is connected with 3 Nickel wires that are connected to the J2 connector on the main PCB board. Nickel wire is used for its thermal insulating properties. The board is then placed in a hollow metal cap that is filled with thermally conductive epoxy. The hollow metal cap we used was a TO can package shell used in amplifier IC's.

2.2.2. Hardware Implementation

The wearable design consists of a case to place all the components, a metal cap to conduct heat into the main temperature sensor, a LCD screen to display the temperature data, and a button to enabled the temperature conversion and display it onto the LCD screen.
Figure 11: Wearable Design Top View

Figure 12: Wearable Design with Cover Off
Figure 13: Wearable Design of Main PCB and Remote PCB Epoxied into Metal Cap
3. Test Data

Important metrics for measuring skin temperature is how accurate is the sensor when interfaced with an ADC and microcontroller signal chain and the thermal response of the LMT70 when placed inside the case for measuring human skin temperature.

3.1. System Accuracy

One of the requirements for this TI Design is to meet 0.1°C accuracy within the human body temperature range. The metal cap with the LMT70 sensor was placed inside a temperature controlled stirred oil bath. A temperature sweep was performed on the LMT70 module in the oil bath and the temperature was recorded and referenced to a high accuracy RTD thermometer. The LMT70 module fully meets our requirement with an average accuracy of 0.05°C across the full human body temperature range.
3.2. Thermal Response

Thermal response is the time it takes for an object to reach final temperature from ambient. One of the difficulties of measuring human skin temperature is sensor placement. Different parts of the bodies exhibit different skin temperatures at locations such as the core or the extremities. A test was conducted by placing the wearable design on the wrist and in the armpit to determine the thermal response.
The chart shows the thermal response when the wearable design is placed in the armpit is faster than the wrist. This is because the armpit is located closer to the core body compared to the wrist which is much further away. The “noise” of the armpit response is due to the consistency of pressure pressing against the sensor during inhale and exhale of the lungs.

4. Conclusion

An accurate wearable temperature sensor that detects skin temperature was made featuring TI’s most accurate temperature sensor, the LMT70. The total system accuracy with the LMT70 interfaced with the ADS1115 analog-to-digital converter yielded high accuracy of 0.08°C error in the human body temperature range. The thermal response time varies depending on where the sensor is placed on the body but should take no more than 100 seconds to settle to the final temperature. Using this TI Designs report as a guide should provide wearable designers to produce an accurate device for measuring human skin temperature.
Figure 17: First Button Press Shows the Main Menu

Figure 18: After the Main Menu is the Skin Temperature Page
Figure 19: Press the Button Again for the Room Temperature Page

Figure 20: Pressing the Button Again for the Scale Change Menu
Figure 21: Holding the Button for Two Seconds Changes Temperature to Fahrenheit

5. Appendix

5.1. PCB Layout

Figure 22 Top Layer
Figure 23: Ground Layer

Figure 24: Power Layer
Figure 25: Bottom Layer
5.2. Schematic
5.3. **Mechanical Drawing**

![Exploded View](image)

*Figure 27: Exploded View*

5.4. **Support Documents and Resources**

- E2E Temperature Sensor Forum: [https://e2e.ti.com/support/sensor/temperature_sensors/](https://e2e.ti.com/support/sensor/temperature_sensors/)
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